
Cheat Sheet for 2011 Terrapin Spring Ball 
 
 

1. Lucky Seven (Celidh) 
1-8: Hands joined in a circle, circle round to the left (8 bars/16 steps). 
9-16: Advance into the centre and retire twice. 
17-24: Dance a grand chain around the circle, starting giving right hand to partner, left hand to the next person, right to 
the next, and so on, continuing in the same direction around the circle and counting aloud until you reach "seven". 
When you reach seven, do not pass, but stop with that person. Men are travelling anti-clockwise, ladies clockwise. 
25-32: Spin that new partner, finishing back in the large circle, lady on the right, ready to start again. 
 
2. Eh3 7AF  (J8x32) 3C (4C set) R Goldring RSCDS Bk 40  
1- 8 1s lead down the middle and back to top  
9-16 1s+2s+3s Promenade ending with 1s casting to 2nd place  
17-24 1s pass by the right and turn 1st corners RH to end L between 2s and M between 3s, 1s pass by the right and 
turn 2nd corners RH to end between crnrs  
25-32 1M dances RH across with 2s and 1L with 3s, 1L dances up between 2s and casts to 2nd place own side as 1M 
dances between 3s and casts up  
 
3. The Hyperactive Reel (R8x32) 3C (4C Set) R Stoddard and J Garrett 2nd Book Graded SCDs  
1- 8 1s dance down the middle and back  
9-16 1s+2s dance Poussette with 1s ending BtoB ready for double triangles  
17-24 All dance Double Triangles and 1s end facing out on own sides  
25-32 1s cast to right and dance Figs of 8 across while 2s+3s dance reels of 3 on sides (1s interacting with 2s+3s in 
reel)  
 
4. The Chain Walk (S3x32) 3C set R Goldring 14 Social Dances  
1- 8 1M+3L pass LSh to face others partner and ½ reel of 4 on diagonal, 3M+1L chase round set clockwise into ptnrs 
pl while 1M+3L loop to ptnr's pl  
9-16 1s+2s RH across, 1M casts below 3L place and up to 2L place while 1L dances parallel path down middle, round 
3M pl and to 2M pl (2s step up)  
17-24 2s+1s+3s Grand Chain  
25-32 2s+1s LH across, 1s+3s lead up to top, cross and cast on own sides. 2 3 1  
 
5. Follow Me Home (J8x32) 3C (4C set) E Briscoe RSCDS Bk 38  
1- 8 1s set and cross RH, cast 1 place and turn LH (ending in a diagonal line LH to partner and RH with 1st corner)  
9-16 1s Balance-in-Line with 1st crnrs, ½ turn crnrs and 1s followed by crnrs chase clockwise to 3rd crnr (pstn) and 1s 
dance in to give LH to 2nd crnrs  
17-24 1s Balance-in-Line with 2nd crnrs, ½ turn crnrs and 1s followed by crnrs chase anticl'wise to 4th crnr (pstn) and 
1s end in 2nd pl opp sides  
25-32 3s+1s+2s dance ½ reels of 3 on the sides 1s giving LSh to 2nd corner (pstn), set and cross RH  
 
6. Duke of Perth (R8x32) 3C (4C set) RSCDS Bk 1  
1- 8 1s turn RH, cast to 2nd place, turn LH to face 1st corners  
9-16 1s turn 1st corner, partner, 2nd corner, and partner to face 1st corners  
17-24 1s set to and turn 1st corner 2H, set to and turn 2nd corner  
25-32 1s dance Reel of 3 on opposite sides giving LSh to 1st corner and cross back to own sides  
 
*****Intermission***** 
 
7. Virginia Reel (R4x40) 4C set Collins Pocket Ref Bk  
1- 8 All Adv+Ret 2 steps twice  
9-16 All turn partner RH and turn partner LH  
17-24 All turn partner 2H and dance DoSiDo  
25-32 1s slip step down the centre and back  
33-40 1s followed by 2s+3s+4s cast to bottom and 1s form arch as 2s+3s+4s dance under arch and up to top  



8. Mr. Hamilton’s Hornpipe (R8x32) 3C (4C Set) 
1-8: 1W+3M RH turn (2W up), 1W finishes in 2W place ; 1M+3W LH turn (2M up), 1M to 2M place (2,1,3)  
9-16: 1C cross, cast R round 1cnr into the middle ; RHA with own corners, 1C finish facing 2cnr  
17-24: 1C set to 2cnr | set to 1cnr ; petronella to between end couples (1W up. 1M down) | 1C set to P, pulling back 
RSh to face out the ends  
25-32: 1M+3C & 1W+2C (RSh to 4cnr) Reels3{6} across | 1C cross RH to own side 
 
9. Blue Bonnets (J8x32) RSCDS Bk 3 
1-81W+2M A&R ; dance BtoB  
9-161M+2W repeat  
17-241C lead down the middle and up  
25-321C+2C Poussette 
 
10. Adieu Mon Ami (S8x32) 3C (4C set) RSCDS Bk 24  
1- 8 1s+2s set on sides, turn 2H, set to partners and turn 2H into Allemande hold  
9-16 1s+2s Allemande 1s end facing 1st corners  
17-24 1s dance 'Hello-Goodbye' setting, into middle facing partner, clap and petronella turn to 2nd place  
25-32 2s+1s+3s circle 6H round and back  
 
11. The Diamond Jubilee (J4x32) 4C set R M Campbell RSCDS Bk 31  
1- 8 1s and 4s turn 1½ times RH and cast 1 place, 1M and 4M also 1L and 4L turn LH on sides to end 1s facing up and 
4s down. 2(1)(4)3  
9-16 All dance reels of 4 on sides (1s and 4s do not fully complete reel but turn right about into centre BtoB facing 
corner just passed). 2(4)(1)3  
17-24 4s and 1s set to corners and change places RH, set and change back LH  
25-32 1s+4s dance RH across while 2s and 3s set and cross RH, all set and cross RH back to places 2 4 1 3 
 
12. Graduation Reel 40R3 Ternes, Ellen  
1-8: 1C dance below 2C, cast up to 1st place, dance below 3C and cast up to 2nd place on own sides. 2C step up on 
bars 7-8.  
9-12: 1C dance half right shoulder reels across, 1L with 3C, 1M with 2C. 1L passes 3M RS and dances up men’s side 
to finish in 2nd place, facing up. 1M passes 2L RS and dances down ladies’ side to finish in 2nd place facing down. 2C 
and 3C finish in partners’ places, 3C facing up, 2C facing down.  
13-16: Half left shoulder reels on the sides, 1C give left shoulder to person in their first corner position. 1C pass left 
shoulder to end in center facing their partner’s first corner position.  
17-24: 1C set to corner, partner, 2nd corner (in their partner’s 2nd corner position), partner. On bar 8, 1C sets 
advancing to right, to finish facing their own first corner positions.  
25-32: Corners pass and twirl. 1C dance pattern of corners pass and turn while 1st corners dance into center, turn RH 
halfway to change places, twirl right about and dance out to progressed places on their own sides. 2nd corners repeat. 
1C finishes in 2nd place on own sides.  
33-40: 2C, 1C, 3C dance hands around and back.  
repeat. 1C finishes in 2nd place on own sides.  
33-40: 2C, 1C, 3C dance hands around and back. 


